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ABSTRACT 

An inspection of the museum world and the place of 

anthropology within it provides an historical perspective 

taking into consideration museum personnel as well as the 

housing of collections. The chronological emergence and 

development of museums will be discussed. Museums as an 

early training ground for curators and educators in 

anthropology will be mentioned. Tracking through time will 

include a description of curatorial tasks of some of the 

more famous early curators, and their incipient roles both 

in the maintenance, presentation and conservation of museum 

collections and in museum education. 

A consideration of the world of museology will provide 

in addition an updated look at the workings of present-day 

museum personnel and their 

related to anthropology. 

techniques, in 

Different 

particular as 

but related 

questionnaires were sent to Museum Administrators and Museum 

Educators, respectively, at museums around the country. 

Results of the data-gathering and recommendations for 

improvements in museum education policies will be included 

in the third and fourth chapters. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The historical perspective presented in Chapter I 

describes the chronological emergence of museums from 

small, private, elite collections of the European rich with 

an expansion of public access to collections on a broader 

scale. In antiquity, teaching institutions in the Old World 

incorporated public museums, which faded into oblivion after 

the fourth century. The term and true meaning of "museum" 

carne back into use only during the Renaissance. Specialized 

museums involving natural history and anthropology began to 

emerge during the 1500's. Chapter I traces the history of 

museum formation in both the Old World and the New World 

over the past four hundred years. 

Chapter II discusses the present-day role of Museum 

Educators. Anthropology as a specialty in museum 

collections and exhibitions is discussed, and the process of 

incorporating Anthropology into the Museum Educator's 

program is presented as well. 

In Chapter III, there is a consideration of the results 

obtained from two separate questionnaires. One 

questionnaire was sent to Museum Administrators and the 

second questionnaire was sent to Museum Educators at a 
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number of museums around the country. The results were 

calculated by frequencies and percentages. 

The summational statement 1n Chapter IV includes a 

commentary on the potential for further specialization in 

museum education. It is there argued that the Museum 

Educator's role might benefit the public if he or she were 

included in the future planning of exhibits and other modes 

educating the general population. At general museums, how 

much attention anthropology should be given in exhibits and 

other forms of presentation directed toward the public is a 

moot question. In strictly anthropological museums, of 

course, anthropology is the sole concern and focus of 

interest for both collections and exhibitions. 



Chapter I The Museum in Historical Perspective 

A period of experiment, of considered 

planning, and of deliberate social 

engineering can not be avoided between the 

founding of the museum and its complete 

fusion with the customary life of the 

community (Adam 1939:53). 

From early times in ancient Greece to the famous 

center of learning at Alexandria, the term "mouseion" 

(museum) indicated a place of study, a school, and indeed 

the museum of Alexandria was itself a great university. 

However, after the destruction of the Alexandrian museum, 

from the fourth to the seventeenth century, the term museum 

dropped out of use, and with it the associated concept 

(Goode 1901a:65). 

The intellectual awakening of the Renaissance was all

inclusive of the arts and sciences in the fourteenth and 

fifteenth centuries. In terms of European museums, 

historically collections began as private natural history 

collections. About 1550 Conrad Gesner, a Zurich physician, 

sometimes referred to as the "Father of Zoology," created 

3 
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one of the first museums devoted mainly to natural history 

(Alexander 1979: 41). In 1594 Francis Bacon described a 

private collection of objects as properly housed in a 

"cabinet," and such an early museum might be referred to as 

a "cabinet of curiosities" (Impey and MacGregor 1985: 1). 

Collections such as these cabinets of curios which consisted 

of rarities were the most sought after for their uniqueness 

by the nobility of Europe, and the more technological the 

specimen, the better. The 17th century in Europe brought a 

degree of specialization of collections, according to Olmi, 

as the "orderly completeness of the natural series" in a 

natural history collection was formulated or achieved 

(idem: 15) . In the seventeenth century, Turner tells us, 

"The princes of Europe were only too keen to become involved 

in the new scientific developments, because they saw them 

as generators of wealth. These rulers supported instrument

makers, theoreticians and teachers, and so the cabinet of 

experimental philosophy was an amalgam of laboratory 

experim~ntal apparatus and teaching apparatus" (idem: 219) . 

Either by gifting or trading the nobility of Europe · began 

collecting 

caches of 

fashionable 

rarities, 

private 

in the 

and cabinets of curiosities arose as 

treasures. The private collection, 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, 

"served a three-fold purpose: self-advertisement, economic 

advancement and utility, and intellectual satisfaction" 

(idem:214). Intellectual pursuits and self-aggrandizement, 
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then, were the stimuli for these private collectors. Human 

remains and cultural artifacts became interwoven into these 

private collections. 

Some cabinets of curiosities eventually became housed 

in museum buildings, the construction of which the nobility 

possibly initiated. Neverov reports that in 1714 Peter the 

Great had established Russia's first public museum, the st. 

Petersburg Kunstkammer (idem: 55) . "I want people to look 

and learn," stated the Tsar, who was l a ying the foundations 

for the country's scientific development (ibid.). Among the 

early private collectors were German and Medic.i princes and 

a few English aristocrats as well. Among the more publicly

oriented personages, although not a part of the nobility, 

were a select group of scholars in search of intellectual 

satisfaction. The Rosicrucians first made a slogan of the 

phrase "diffusion of knowledge" indicating a desire to 

educate the public. "It was their invisible college at 

Oxford, founded around 1645, which later developed in 1662 

into the classical Royal Society" (Adam 1939:3). The usage 

of the term museum came into vogue once again, but this time 

was intended to indicate a library or repository for 

rarities. These collections were intended for public 

viewing in England, unlike other European collections. The 

repository at Oxford came to be known as a teaching resource 

in and of itself. 
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In the seventeenth century John Tradescant opened the 

first museum in England. The Tradescants were a father and 

son team who initiated the first natural history collections 

from the Americas. Goode writes of Tradescant being 

instructed by the Duke of Buckingham to deal with merchants 

from all over the world, especially those from Virginia, 

Bermuda, Newfoundland, Guinea, the Amazon region, and the 

East Indies, to procure specimens of birds, shells; and 

other exotic finds (Goode 1901a:69). The museum called 

"Tradescant 's Ark" was open to visitors across the river 

from London in Lambeth until the death of the second 

Tradescant's widow, at which point the Ark passed into the 

possession of Elias Ashmole who then donated the collection 

to Oxford University in 1675. In 1683 the Ashmolean Museum 

of Art and Archaeology was formally open to the public 

(Outhwaite 1967: [I-A]4). "The Ashmolean seems to have 

represented something of a novelty in being called 'museum' 

in English and a reference to this institution in 

Philosophical Transactions in 1683 is the earliest example 

of the English usage of this word recorded in The Oxford 

English Dictionary" ( Impey and MacGregor 1985: 168) . This 

was the first recorded public museum in England and would 

inspire other local museums likewise to open their doors to 

the public rather than just to the scholarly and the elite. 

Lord Bacon at the end of the seventeenth century proposed 

the idea that there be a national museum of arts and 
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sciences in England (Goode 1901a: 68) . The national museum 

that emerged, the British Museum, inherited Sir Hans 

Sloane's private collection of books, manuscripts, and 

curiosities which became the nucleus of that institution's 

treasures in 1749. 

In the New World, Benjamin Franklin, traveling 

statesman and believer in public education, organized the 

American Philosophical Society in 1793, after acquainting 

himself with the Royal Society of England. The American 

Philosophical Society was a voluntary private society role 

model, devoted to learning in all the arts and sciences 

(Outhwaite 1967:[I-C]9). In the colonial days of North 

America there were no national public museums and no 

existing cabinets of curiosities like those found in the Old 

World. By 184 2, however, the Wilkes Exploring Expedition 

yielded massive findings which were deposited with a 

private organization called the National Institution. It 

was not until 1876 that the United States National Museum 

was founded. 

The first American natural history museum is generally 

credited to the Charles-Town (South Carolina) Library 

Society in 1773 (Coleman 1939:6-7). The Philadelphia 

Museum, established by Charles Nelson Peale, known as the 

first great American museum director, was open to the public 

in 1785, containing a variety of artifacts (Goode 1901a:70). 

Interestingly enough, the principal American cities, such as 
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Norwalk, Connecticut, each came to boast of a public museum 

supported by private benefactors. Most importantly, the 

establishment of the Academy of Natural Sciences in 

Philadelphia in 1812 and the New York Lyceum of Natural 

History in 1836 (idem:71) motivated scientists, researchers, 

and explorers to expand their horizons seeking new finds and 

discoveries. 

"As Paul Rea points out in The Museum ~nd the 

Community [ 1932], one of the earliest types of museums in 

the United States was the college museum of natural history" 

(Adam 1939:5). Hellman quotes Dr. Edwin H. Colbert's 

comments on the origination of university museums in 

America: "The history of the university museum . 

North 

. had 

its beginnings with Louis Agassiz, the founder of the Museum 

of Comparative Zoology at Harvard College" (Hellman 

1968:127). 

In New York City there arose a different pattern of 

growth between a museum and a university. The American 

Museum of Natural History was established with the help of 

private benefactors and trustees and maintained its 

independence as a private organization although staffed by 

many Columbia University professionals. That museum began 

with the ambition of Albert S. Bickmore to establish the 

country's greatest museum of natural history. Bickmore, 

who studied under Louis Agassiz, stopped in England in the 

1860's on his way to the East Indian Archipelago with a 
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sketch of his future museum (Preston 1986:15). He showed 

his plans to Sir Richard Owen who was at that time planning 

the structure for the British Museum of Natural History 

(ibid.). Following Bickmore's return, in 1871 the American 

Museum of Natural History petitioned the New York State 

legislature for land and by 1874 the construction had 

begun. "The first building was open to the public on 

December 22, 1877, with President Rutherford B. Hayes 

presiding" (idem:20). 

Grand expeditions were organized after the initial 

opening of the American Museum of Natural History, beginning 

with the Jesup North Pacific Expedition of 1897-1903 

organized by Franz Boas, then occupying a curatorial post in 

the - Museum's Department of Ethnology. 

ethnographic work was done among 

Inestimably valuable 

Northwest Coast and 

Siberian tribes. Subsequent expeditions financed by the 

Museum included Arctic exploration by Peary and others, 

paleontological expeditions in North America and Central 

Asia, and ones to yet other parts of the world. All of them 

would add to the Museums's vast holdings. 

Rice reminds us that "Museums as we know them are 

largely the product of the political and economic 

revolutions that took place at the beginning of the 

nineteenth century" (Rice 1987: 16) . Adam mentions that, 

during the first half of the nineteenth century, "Museums 
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. became convenient repositories for a type of learning 

too humanistic to be safely tolerated in a factory-ridden 

culture and too wrapped in the essential traditions of the 

people to be openly despised. In France, England, and 

America the explosive ideas loosed in the eighteenth century 

were neatly quarantined in decaying buildings guarded by 

moribund societies" (Adam 1939:9) . In the second half of 

the nineteenth century, Western Europe and America were 

engaged in imperialistic ventures, mass manufacturing and 

trade, and at the same time in organizing major expositions 

- World's Fairs and the like - which became vehicles for 

broadening the scope of popular education. Perhaps we can 

recognize an intellectual awakening in this country; for 

example, the Centennial Exhibition of 1876 provided an 

opportunity for public enlightenment as the century drew to 

a close. The museums that were beginning to form combined 

with the offerings of World's Fairs contributed to the 

education of the masses even during this time of industrial 

revolution and imperialism. These museums came to house and 

exhibit the gleanings of explorations by investigators who 

returned, for example, with artifacts of ethnographic 

concern (Frese 1960:9). 

Frese uses the term "encyclopaedic" to designate 

national or public museums (idem:16). This labeling refers 

of museums and encyclopaedias to the emergence 

simultaneously in the eighteenth century (Adam 1939:5). 
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Frese uses the National Museum in Washington, D.C. , as an 

example of a gigantic warehouse filled with natural history 

exhibits, together with exhibits in anthropology and 

history, engineering and industry (Frese 1960:18). George 

Brown Goode, assistant secretary of the Smithsonian 

Institution and then director of the National Museum, spoke 

before the American Historical Association 

1901a:65). Goode reminded all present 

in 1888 (Goode 

that a museum 

referred to a place to house artifacts and then a place of 

purpose, namely a place of study or a school. George Brown 

Goode was "the leading American museum professional of his 

day" (Alexander 1979: 51). Before the turn of the century, 

the three leading American natural history museums in the 

United States were the American Museum of Natural History, 

chartered by New York State in 1869, the Smithsonian 

Institution, begun with a bequest from James Smithson in 

1879, and the Field Museum of Natural History, born from the 

World's Fair in Chicago, the World's Columbian Exposition of 

1893. One of the great American natural history museums 

ever conceived was the result of the appointment of Fredrick 

Ward Putnam, curator of the Peabody Museum at Harvard, as 

head of the department of anthropology formulating the 

natural history exhibits for that exposition of 1893. He 

urged that the collections shown there should become a 

permanent museum (idem: 55) . Putnam was instrumental in 

making the transition work from temporary public display of 
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collections to permanent housing and display of those 

collections. During this period, museums became "centers of 

scientific work" (idem: 57) and repositories of collections 

containing anthropological materials of all kinds. 

Coleman makes mention of natural history museums coming 

increasingly to be called science museums and considers 

anthropology's rightful place to be included in the science 

museum (Coleman 1939:47-49). Thus, as of 1937 general 

anthropology was being treated in the natural history 

("science") museums in New York City, Chicago, and 

elsewhere, physical anthropo+ogy at the American Museum of 

Natural History, the Field Museum, and the National Museum 

in Washington, D.C., archaeology somewhat unevenly (because 

of the historical involvement of art museums in classical 

archaeology) , whereas ethnology was 

hands of special museums such as 

increasingly in 

those located 

the 

in 

Cambridge, New York, Berkeley, Los Angeles, New Orleans, and 

Santa Fe (idem:49-50). 

More specifically, anthropology museums have made many 

contributions to the viewing public. Frese states the 

specialty museum incorporating anthropology is indispensable 

for the presentation of its subject matter and for the 

purpose of teaching people to think on the cross-cultural 

level (Frese 1960:4). As to the educational benefit of 

anthropology, "the educational function of these museums 

prompts and fosters the application of cultural anthropology 
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to educational ends, in its traditional sense of the formal 

education of young people, and in the wider sense of 

personality formation and adult education" (ibid.) . There 

has been a change within anthropology museums to the extent 

that they have recognized their responsibility to keep up 

with changing world conditions, in particular the 

c;:onsequences of westernization for the indigenous cultures 

that the museums document ethnographically (idem:100}. 

Concerning the anthropological museum and the history 

of anthropology in museums, George Brown Goode offered the 

most accurate assessment when he stated, "The historian and 

the naturalist have met upon common ground in the field of 

anthropology. The anthropologist is, in most cases, 

historian as well as naturalist. The museum is no 

less essential to the study of anthropology than to that of 

natural history" (Goode 1901a:76}. Science and history 

throughout the ages have combined to become a foundation 

upon which humankind could build a lasting heritage. "The 

subject of anthropology" within the museum "provides an 

interesting example of educational material" which 

contributed to the education of the masses (Adam 1939:106). 

Frese states that anthropological museums are western 

institutions based on collections from non-western cultures. 

"For this reason the anthropology museums are the virtual 

outposts of a non-western world within western culture and 

society" (Frese 1960:97) . Nonetheless, as Frese points 
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out, "the anthropology museums are western institutions, 

employing scientific means of interpretation and explanation 

developed in western society and serving a western public" 

(ibid.) . 

The history of humankind and its accomplishments has 

been recorded, and artifactual as well as biological 

materials were collected to produce the end results we see 

today in the anthropology museums. Anthropology's "museum 

age" was begun circa 1880 to 1920 in the New World. The 

range has been from large museums such as the Peabody Museum 

in Cambridge, Massachusetts, to the Museum of Primitive 

Culture in Peace Dale, Rhode Island. Whether large or 

small, different types of public museums existed as of 1939 

and Coleman provided the following typology: museums 

existing as parts of larger organizations, such as company 

and school museums; museums housed in libraries; private 

museums open to the public; general museums on the one hand 

and, on the other, such special museums as herbariums and 

anthropology museums (Coleman 1939:112-120). The 

anthropologically-oriented museums that Coleman names 

specifically are the Southwest Museum in Los Angeles, the 

Laboratory of Anthropology in Santa Fe, and the Museum of 

the American Indian (Heye Foundation) in New York City. We 

must keep in mind that from the beginning museums were 

"highly independent and individualistic, with diverse 

subject-matter fields and of varied size and financial 
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(Alexander 1979:243). Adam offers food for 

thought when he states, "Perhaps the fact that colleges and 

universities have taken over many promising collections for 

the use of their students is one of the reasons why the 

smaller natural history museums have declined as 

instruments of popular education" (Adam 1939:100). The same 

statement could serve as a reason why the 

anthropologically-oriented museums have suffered the same 

fate and are not as numerous as they should be. Boas 

argued that we must make a clear distinction between large 

and small museums (Stocking 1974:298). The understanding of 

Boas was that large museums would satisfy more intricate 

studies, having more ample material available, whereas a 

small museum would answer the general questions the public 

might have. "A large museum will therefore take up the 

general question of evolution of human culture in some 

detail" (ibid.). 

The nature of museums necessarily involves 

communicating signals or messages from sender to receiver, 

from exhibitor to audience, from initiator to recipient. A 

museum, large or small, becomes a vehicle through which 

information as well as the thrill of discovery can be passed 

on to an audience. In 1905, Franz Boas wrote: "It seems to 

my mind that it is the object of a large anthropological 

collection to illustrate all the principal features of the 

history of human civilization, from the earliest forms up to 
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the highest, so far as this can be done by the presentation 

of material objects belonging to diverse cultures" 

(idem:297). Apropos of Boas' ideas concerning 

anthropology, it is the obligation of those involved in the 

museum profession to direct museum visitors within a 

learning environment, and to provide a direction that 

includes the totality or entire scope of the situation on 

view. The museum's role in society is that of effecting 

total communication to its museum visitors of the past, 

present and future. In Museums for a New Century, the 

American Association of Museums emphasizes that museums 

large and small have a collective significance in American 

life. "The commitment to preserving, cherishing, and 

learning from the artifacts and customs of our heritage - a 

commitment museums were the first to make - is permeating 

American life" (American Association of Museums 1984: 17) . 

The American Association of Museums also states, "Small 

museums are not just versions of large institutions. They 

are museums that make a distinctive contribution to their 

communities and the museum domain generally" (idem:21). 

The training of museum personnel grew out of a 

necessity for popularizing knowledge. As of 1939, science 

museum training was offered at the University of Michigan, 

Syracuse University, the University of Iowa, the University 

of California, and Princeton University (Coleman 1939:421). 

Museum studies as a profession had begun around the turn of 
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Well-known scholars, such as Albert S. 

Bickmore and George Brown Goode, were among "the first 

American museum leaders to suggest principles and standards 

for museum workers" (Cushman 1984:8). Popular education had 

its beginnings with Albert S. Bickmore who "had been giving 

lectures on zoology to public-school teachers" beginning in 

1880 (Hellman 1968:35). In 1884, Professor Bickmore 

resigned as superintendent to become curator of a new 

Department of Public Instruction at the American Museum of 

Natural History, a Department which drew on the Museum staff 

for its speakers and expanded the Museum audience to 

members, school children, and the general public (ibid.) . 

Bickmore influenced teachers and students on a national 

level, and museum education had begun. 

According to Hellman, the American Museum of Natural 

History and the Smithsonian Institution exchanged 

information on a wide range of subjects, both scientific and 

practical, from 1870 on (idem:67). Curators were scholars 

and only interested in research when museums first made 

their appearance. Exhibition became increasingly important 

and museums workers learned on the job. One of the more 

prominent curators was Robert P. Whitfield who became 

curator in 1877 at the American Museum of Natural History 

and remained curator until he was 82 years old (idem:JO). 

Dr. George Brown Goode was the director of the National 

Museum in Washington, D.C., circa 1895. Goode maintained 
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that study and experience in a well-organized museum was the 

key to success in the museum field (Cushman 1984:8) . An 

example of such a scholar was Frederic A. Lucas who was in 

residence at the Smithsonian Institution for twenty-two 

years as curator of comparative anatomy and seven years as 

curator-in-chief of what is now the Brooklyn Museum (Hellman 

1968: 148) . Dr. Lucas was to become the director of the 

American Museum of Natural History and he was "specifically 

charged . . to devote the larger part of his time to the 

educational arrangement of the exhibition halls" (idem:l50). 

Dr. Lucas ended his career as honorary director at the 

American Museum of Natural History (idem:l52). 

Among the outstanding scientists of his day was Franz 

Boas, a major figure in anthropology. Boas wrote of the 

educational functions of anthropological museums, 

innovati vely stating, "I believe it is the function of a 

museum of the size of the American Museum of Natural 

History to entertain the masses, to instruct the large 

number of people who come here to get knowledge, to advance 

the knowledge of those who possess a higher education, and 

to help those interested in special studies" (Stocking 

1974:299). 

The 

research 

Smithsonian 

to a place 

changed from 

of exhibition 

a place 

for all 

of scholarly 

ages. James 

Smithson's instructions were to create a museum "to increase 

the diffusion of knowledge among men" (Ripley in Larrabee 
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1968:2). This statement was taken literally by Joseph 

Henry, first secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, who 

"was creating a museum, a sylvan grove to which scholars 

repaired, there to conduct research, amid discourse, and 

with reference to books or to objects 11 (idem:3). The museum 

and popular education combined to produce scholarly 

guidance and educational exhibits. After the establishment 

of the National Museum, Otis T. Mason became the 

collaborator in ethnology at the Smithsonian Institution in 

1872, and eventually became the curator of ethnology shortly 

after 1881. His typology of specimens was unique, as he was 

an expert in classification, but his major area of 

concentration was exhibiting these specimens in a series of 

types defined from the evolutionary point of view. Mead and 

Bunzel state, "Although he recognized the role of a museum 

in making vivid the life of peoples and arranged one exhibit 

as an ethnic unit, his real interest was taxonomy and his 

most important published contributions, such as his great 

monograph on Aboriginal American Basketry, dealt with 

classification and description" (Mead and Bunzel 1960:179). 

Interpretations of the general public's needs when 

viewing exhibitions changed over time. Within the field of 

museology, curators interpreted their roles differently from 

each other. As an example, Franz Boas and Otis T. Mason 

differed on the technique of public presentation and 

grouping of artifacts. The controversy between them over 
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exhibitions of artifacts lasted from approximately 1880 to 

1920. 

Mason preferred the lumping of all similar artifacts of 

varied cultures together, utilizing the typological method. 

The side-by-side presentation of specimens or objects by 

Mason involved classification by visual perception only 

rather than by the continuity of life symbols, as Boas 

preferred. Boas' concept of ethnological classification 

for exhibition purposes consisted primarily of the 

presentation 

collection of 

of a tribe's lifeways 

artifacts depicting the 

incorporating a 

artistic style and 

conveying the contextual meaning behind each artifact. As 

Boas pointed out, "a collection representing the life of one 

tribe enables us to understand the single specimen far 

better" (Stocking 1974:62). Boas went beyond the 

superficial interpretation of artifacts as being functional 

or decorative, shifting emphasis from form/function to a 

placing of the artifact in context. Boas thus moved to a 

concern with the ethnological specimen in its medium and its 

history, and away from a concentration on the likenesses of 

artifacts (Jacknis 1~85:79). Mason's groupings of artifacts 

had been based on similarities in external appearance only, 

without referring to meaning in a contextual sense. The 

possibility existed, however, that the same artifacts in 

different cultures might carry a number of different 

meanings, particularly as their existence could be due to 
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convergent development. This Boasian influence may be 

marked or noted in the holistic approach which is evident in 

museum curators' techniques most commonly used today. 

Museum anthropology has incorporated his efforts at 

artifactual display; for example, the use of the life group 

and the holistic approach to display are seen in present-day 

museums. 

Parallels can be drawn between ethnological exhibition 

and natural history exhibitions with the mention of Dr. 

Frank Chapman's holistic viewpoint in presenting animals 

within a replica of their own natural environment. In 1888, 

Dr. Chapman was considered the father of the habitat group 

exhibition at the American Museum of Natural History, and 

the coincidence of displaying animals within their natural 

context in 1888 and the eventual exhibition of life groups 

and their artifacts being displayed in Boas' time is 

outstandingly convincing that Boas took his idea from 

Chapman's display of habitat groupings. 

The life group display came about as Boas embraced the 

whole field of anthropology. Behavior, language, ideas all 

became apparent through the display of the life group. The 

behavioral adaptations known as customs and their by

products represented by material culture led the way for the 

informed observer to discover a culture other than his own. 

The behavior patterns portrayed in the exhibits would also 

provide an insight into the mental processes of the people. 
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Boas' career at the American 

to 

Museum 

museum 

of Natural 

exhibits 

History, 

depicting commencing 

different 

in 1895, led 

physical types of human specimens within their 

cultural setting, and their grouping in terms of culture 

areas. The focus on the life group became synonymous with 

ethnological display in museums. 

Historically Boas' ideas were permanently implanted in 

the minds of future curators. One such curator was Margaret 

Mead, a disciple of Boas, at the American Museum of Natural 

History. Mead was first an assistant curator of ethnology 

from 1926 to 1942, then associate curator of ethnology from 

1942 to 1964 and curator of ethnology from 1964 to 1969. 

Margaret Mead was perhaps the most famous curator in the 

history of the American Museum of Natural History (Preston 

1986:ix). Robert Hatt tells us that Margaret Mead, while at 

the American Museum of Natural History, "wrote an editorial 

on the fact that the museum was the one place where you 

could go and deal with reality" (McLuhan, Parker and Barzun 

19 6 7 : 3 2 ) ··. 

Early museum personnel, namely curators, seemed to be 

scholars and only interested in all-consuming research. The 

propensity for examining different ways to entice the public 

audience seemed to develop through Chapman, through Boas, 

through Mead, through Junius Bird, et al., at the American 

Museum of Natural History. The arts and sciences education 

for the populace became the task of the museum and its 
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accompanying personnel. Museum work began to pass out of 

the hands of amateurs, and into those of "skilled workers 

with a university education" (Jelinek 1970:24). The rise 

of museology was to be combined with a surge of public 

interest in the sciences. 

Jelinek's prognosis for the future of museology is 

indicated by the following statement: "Persistence in the 

opinion that museology cannot be an independent branch of 

science, that it is only the sum of the various applications 

of traditional science subjects dealing with the study of 

the individual types of museum collections, wil~ necessarily 

result in slowing down the further development of museum 

work and in limiting scientific knowledge" (idem:28). As 

for a definition of museum training, at the International 

Council of Museums meeting in 1965, museology was defined as 

a course of instruction in museum theory (especially 

designed for executive museum workers) as opposed to 

museography which would involve a training program designed 

for the technical staff of museums (idem:23). Museum 

personnel have an obligation to their institution and to the 

general public to perform tasks such as the research, 

documentation, preservation and conservation of the museum 

collections, and presentation in the form of exhibits. As 

stated by the American Association of Museums in 1984, "The 

objects museums hold in trust for the public are, after all, 

what distinguishes them from other cultural institutions" 
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(American Association of Museums 1984:35). The Tax Reform 

Act of 1969 officially designated museums as educational 

institutions (idem:55). 

Museum training began as a specialty for young 

professional men who became scholars in their field (Cushman 

1984: 10) . The American Association of Museums recognized 

the need for professional museum training, but until the 

1920's these programs were not developed. Post-World War I 

saw a change in the proposed museum training programs, and 

the Newark Museum in Newark, New Jersey, became the 

prototype for a museum training course (idem: 14) . John 

Cotton Dana's training program begun in 1925 trained museum 

workers to be "skillful, by reason of experience, study and 

observation, in the practice of the arts of explaining, 

suggesting stimulating and even, at times, instructing" 

(ibid.) . The graduates of Dana's Newark Museum training 

program were qualified to work in a general museum, one 

that included art, science, and natural history (ibid.) . 

Dana's program was not scholarly, but practical and 

realistic in its training (ibid.) . At the 1926 American 

Association of Museums meeting the necessity to train museum 

workers was presented by a Committee on Training Work 

(idem: 15) . Fifty years later the American Association of 

Museums reiterated its view 

professionals called for a 

university and a museum, 

that the training of museum 

program jointly offered by a 

with concurrent classes in 
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academic areas as well as museum administration and with a 

course of study including exhibition design, education, and 

documentation, together with practical work in a museum 

setting (idem: 16) . Since that time, however, many museum 

educators, though they have achieved a stronger sense of 

professional confidence, "still feel caught between two 

worlds, 

ffeld 

outside the mainstream of both museum work and the 

of education" (American Association of Museums 

1984:61). Museum education involves the whole museum 

organization, and as proposed by Coleman in 1939, 

"instructors, alias docents [at that time], are members of 

the staff through whom the museum organization should become 

effective outspokenly. In large museums the 

instructors are gathered into two 'departments of education' 

and headed by a 'curator of education'" {Coleman 

1939:411-412). The selection of qualified museum 

instructors was a crucial component in staffing requirement 

standards published as early as 1939. The major problem in 

1939 discussed by Coleman is the dichotomy of the curators 

and instructors. He recommended a removal of the invisible 

buffer between the curators and the instructors and a total 

commitment to popular education as a whole museum staff 

worked together in harmony for the benefit of the general 

viewing public. 

The nature 

change over time 

of natural history 

with collections of 

museums has seen a 

curios expanding to 
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encompass programs and exhibits providing the opportunity 

for discovery, contemplation, inspiration, and education. 

None of this could have been possible without a trained 

staff, including the Museum Educqtor, upon whom Chapter II 

is focused. 



Chapter II Current Museum Education: Practices and 

Personnel 

Former events . . leave their stamp 

on the present character of a people 

(Boas in Stocking 1974:65). 

Historical background 

It is appropriate to focus this chapter on past events 

leading to present-day museum education and the 

qualifications for its educational personne.l. The Museum 

Administrator's role will be discussed, mainly because he or 

she oversees the educational aspects of the museum. The 

choice of a Director and of Curators are also the 

responsibility of the Museum Administrator. 

In 1895, George Brown Goode proposed that museum 

workers have certain qualifications, these being years of 

study and experience in a well-organized museum, personal 

intelligence, a liberal education, administrative ability, 

enthusiasm, and a "museum sense" (Cushman 19 8 4 : 8) . The 

ideals that Dr. A. R. Crook later expressed at the American 

Association of Museums' annual meeting in 1910 became the 

basis of expectations for Directors and Curators. According 

27 
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to Crook, Museum Administrators should expect Directors and 

Curators they hired to meet the following qualifications: 

knowledge of museum history and philosophy, 

skills such as taxidermy and technical 

familiarity 

possession of 

photography, 

as with the with exhibit techniques as well 

acquisition of exhibition materials, and fund raising 

ability (idem:ll). With these specific qualifications, 

young men were being hired by 1917 in natural history and 

science museums as Directors or Curators to complement the 

Museum Administrators (ibid.). Museum Administrators chose 

Directors and Curators who satisfied their responsibilities 

but in time required assistance in fulfilling the museum's 

purpose of educating the general populace. 

Formation of Museum Education Departments 

As responsibilities grew in number for the Museum 

Administrator, 

communicating 

personnel over 

Department of 

personnel had to be hired to aid in 

with the public. The 

the years resulted in 

Education or Office of 

necessity for 

the creation 

Education in 

more 

of a 

most 

present-day museums. Perhaps one of the most significant 

aspects of museum education is the fact that more Museum 

Educators are being employed today than ever before to work 

alongside the Directors and Curators. 

A change began to take place in museum education in 

the 1960's in this country. Concerning formal educational 
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programs, museum education opened up and began to expand. 

The following statistics are quoted from Blitzer in Museums 

and Education: "In 1962-63 . the American Association 

of Museums found that as many as 20 percent of the 2, 752 

museums surveyed in a Statistical Study of Museums in the 

U.S. and Canada were conducting formally organized 

educational programs for children, while roughly 10 percent 

were engaged in educational programs geared to 

undergraduate college students" (Blitzer in Larrabee 

1968:vi). S. Dillon Ripley, a proponent of museum 

visitation by any individual of any age, mentions that older 

children, once exposed to museums, will come back on their 

own (Ripley in Larrabee 1968:5). However, the problem still 

exists of how to orient the older student to a self-taught 

examination or inspection of an anthropological gallery and 

of how to make that student comfortable with his or her own 

learning capabilities. The idea is that the older student 

will walk away with newly formed concepts and will return to 

the gallery or exhibit to reinforce those concepts or form 

new ones. For younger students, those currently enrolled in 

a formal educational program, personnel involved in museum 

education have not established a definite role for the 

Museum Educator nationwide as opposed to classroom teachers' 

curriculums. There do not appear to be guidelines for 

Museum Educators nationally or statewide. Each museum is in 

an experimental state concerning educational needs. Perhaps 
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the question to be presented is: Should there be formal or 

informal instruction with national guidelines in the museum 

or a combination of educational techniques, both formal and 

informal? Richardson explains, "Museums have relied very 

heavily for the past fifty years upon two techniques for the 

broad interpretation of their collections - the school visit 

for children and the loan exhibition for adults" (Richardson 

in Larrabee 1968: 21). Richardson believes both must be 

supplemented or replaced by other techniques (ibid.). Here 

we may observe that Museum Educators are most capable of 

improvising and can satisfy the educational needs of all 

age groups. It should be kept in mind that, as Moe states, 

"The museum is the only educational institution that teaches 

the old and the young and those in between, from the cradle 

to the grave" (Moe in Larrabee 1968:31). A new and positive 

outlook on museum education resulted from the recent support 

provided by the American Association of Museums in its 

publication Museums: Their New Audience. The American 

Association of Museums made the following statement: "Such 

museum departments as education, community and public 

relations are also relatively new, although than funding and 

development. They have often been regarded by the older, 

more traditional staff departments [curatorial, for 

example], as fairly unimportant, concessions to modern 

times, distractions from the main thrust of the museums, 

which has been thought to be scholarship oriented toward the 
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enhancement of the collections. That estimate of the proper 

place of such departments in the museum structure was always 

wrong in view of the strongly educative motive in American 

museums from the very beginning" (American Association of 

Museums 1972:12). The idea that Museum Educators are 

responsible only for leading visitors on guided tours, which 

in reality is the function of docents or volunteers, is 

recognized as a misrepresentation of the abilities and 

responsibilities that Museum Educators have been trained to 

undertake. More likely than not, it is the Museum Educators 

who train the docents and maintain an updated, informative, 

instructional guide for that portion of the museum in which 

they are working, among other duties. 

Instructionally, Museum Educators are expected to offer 

various methods to motivate the museum visitor, whether of 

school age or adult. Museum Educators in today's general, 

natural history, or anthropology museums are encouraging the 

visitor to investigate on his or her own. During school 

visits to the museum, students are allowed the latitude of 

investigating and participating in a "hands-on" situation. 

Participatory situations are 

development of the students' 

inde~d crucial to the 

thought process skills; 

otherwise the students may be "turned off" to science at any 

early age and no longer interested in natural history or 

anthropology. Negativism toward natural history or 

anthropology can be rectified at a later date perhaps, but 
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positivism in a museum setting can be expected to lead the 

young student to a more enlightening and beneficial 

learning experience. 

A certain quality of professionalism has become 

identified with museum education. According to Danielle 

Rice, "Several museums have elevated their museum educators 

to positions of administrative responsibility where they 

exercise a coordinating function between different 

departments, including publications, exhibitions, and 

curatorial" (Rice 1987: 13) . In a similar vein, Gaiber 

proposes a team approach to exhibitions incorporating ideas 

from a minimum team composed of a curator, a designer and an 

educator (Gaiber 1984:20). 

As Richardson states, "If museums are educational 

institutions, they have the same basic responsibilities as 

all educational institutions: to train our people ( 1) to 

understand the complex and wonderful civilization they have 

inherited, and ( 2) to understand the world about them" 

(Richardson in Larrabee 1968: 14-15). Jelinek stresses the 

need for specialization and professional training in the 

museum profession (Jelinek 1970:23). Museum personnel have 

always assumed the mediating role between the public and the 

exhibition. 

Ripley expresses his desire for museums "to establish 

themselves as essential and top-rank educational 

institutions equal to or supplemental (but still essential) 
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to all levels of educational activities from preschool to 

postdoctoral" (Ripley 1970: 15) . The Museum Educator is in 

the position of communicating with the public directly and 

achieving Ripley's dream most effectively. 

The Museum Educator and the Importance of the Exhibit 

"Once the museum admitted the public," Alexander 

reminds us, "its exhibition function became predominant" 

(Alexander 1979:10). The occasional public visitor has been 

educated by museum exhibits, attesting to the fact that the 

exhibit is one of the most efficient teaching resources 

(Ripley 1970:15). Most importantly, it is expected of 

Museum Educators to become involved in exhibitions as they 

are being planned. It should be part of the role of the 

Museum Educator to help interpret the context of an 

exhibition for the general populace. Folds recommends "The 

task of an educational program in a museum is 

stimulate the visitor's perceptual facilities 

not only to 

so that he 

really sees the object and its intrinsic qualities, but also 

to arouse his awareness of the object's relationship to its 

original cultural context" (Folds 1970:49). Communication 

with the museum audience and interpretation of an exhibit 

contribute greatly to the initial impression upon the museum 

visitor. "The process of education" in a museum requires 

the collection of data (facts and objects), classification 

and synthesis of those data, and, finally, dissemination of 
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the resulting information (Adam 1939:39). Accompanying 

videos or recordings might enhance the communication between 

visitor and exhibit, but more likely the visual sense is 

used first and foremost. Researching an exhibition and 

helping to coordinate the final audio-visual product, with a 

strong possibility of a "hands-on" experience (tactile), are 

the by-products of cooperation between the Museum 

Administrator and the Museum Educator. 

Educating the Public 

Outhwaite writes of museums as Cultural Institutions 

and describes them as controlling an "educational 

methodology" that is "different from, but no less important 

than, the methodology of the schoolroom" (Outhwaite 

1967:28) . He claims the main difference between educators 

in the classroom situation and the educators in the museum 

has been the reliance of classroom teachers on textbook-and 

lecture teaching while, in the museum, the direct contact 

with a natural object is a valuable source of education 

quite apart from the authority of textbook citation. "It 

follows that the teacher who may be good in the classroom 

may be very poor in using the variety of educational 

resources that are presented in the museums and other 

Cultural . Institutions" (idem: 2 9) . The implication here is 

that Museum Educators need the necessary training to cope 

with a "hands-on" situation which would be different from 
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classroom techniques, and indeed better for the purpose of 

educating museum visitors. 

In theory, all age groups should have the opportunity 

to learn and interpret on the formal or structured level and 

informal or unstructured level. One way of satisfying new 

experimental processes might include a deemphasis of 

formalized (structured) instruction and the addition of more 

informal (unstructured) instruction. Realistically the 

formal instructional levels would involve museum education 

in the presentation of lectures, tours given by docents, and 

filmstrips and slide shows monitored by technicians, 

although these examples only incorporate audio-visual 

skills, as opposed to the utilization of all of the senses. 

Museum Educators might benefit from the research done 

by Bonnie Pitman-Gelles. 

have the responsibility 

which includes 

She suggests that Museum Educators 

of developing an interpretive 

program "the techniques 

communicate knowledge about the collections, 

and skills to 

the ability to 

organize and pace a tour, and the ability to manage groups" 

(Pitman-Gelles 1981:48). She further suggests that 

specific learning and teaching techniques might include the 

following format (idem:51, paraphrased): 

Learning Process Skills Museum Educator's Guide 

Observational skills "Look for evidence of . " 

Comparing & contrasting 

Predicting 

"How is . 

"Suppose that 

different from 

II 

II 



Generalizing 

Exploring feelings 

Developing concepts 

Hypothesizing 
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"Now that we have . . " 

"How does . make you feel?" 

"Which things go together?" 

"Based on what we have seen II 

The American Association of Museums predicts, "Basic 

or applied knowledge and information will be our most 

important product in the coming decades" (American 

Association of Museums 1984:59). That organization concedes 

there is a significant potential for museum education that 

is missing currently in United States museums and this 

potential must be realized (idem:28). At this time there is 

no consensus on museum education. In 1984 the American 

Association of Museums summed up overall education in 

museums stating, "Educational responsibility is firmly 

imbedded in the philosophical foundation of museums, but 

there is no clear understanding of how people can learn best 

in the museum environment - which is a situation that is 

ironic when one considers the quantity and quality of 

educational programming in museums today" (idem: 57). 

Adult education has not received the emphasis that 

elementary education has received in this country. Knowles 

reminds us that "all of the great teachers in ancient 

history were teachers of adults, not of children" (Knowles 

1981:49). For them, working with adults, "learning was 

viewed as a process of active inquiry" (ibid.), a 

methodology which, indeed, Museum Educators are employing 
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today for children (ibid.). What by contrast has been given 

short shrift in recent times is adult learning. 

In 1984 the American Association of Museums made the 

following recommendation: "We urge that museums con~inue to 

build on their success as centers of learning by providing 

high-quality educational experiences for people of all ages, 

but, in recognition of the increasing median age of our 

population, that they pay new attention to their programs 

for adults. Museum professionals must consider ways to 

introduce their institutions to the adult public as sources 

of intellectual enrichment, as places where learning can be 

spontaneous and personal and as opportunities for growth and 

thinking as well as seeing" (American Association of Museums 

1984:71). An examination of the literature on formal adult 

educational practices reveals a discrepancy between the 

American Association of Museums and Bonner. According to 

the American Association of Museums, in Museums for a New 

Century, "Adult education is the fastest-growing type of 

education today, and education is the most common adult 

discretionary time activity outside of the home" 

However, Bonner indicates in his article of 

(idem:25). 

1985 that 

"Museums still tend to focus on maintaining and caring for 

their collections while viewing educational programs as a 

lesser priority" (Bonner 1985:288). From Bonner's point of 

view, then, not much headway has been made in museum 

education generally, and that would include adult education. 
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To offer the best in museum education, Cole maintains, "The 

role of the educator is to shape offerings with 

concern for the context in which the experience occurs and 

with knowledge of the learner" (Cole 1985: 13). He also 

asserts: "'Educative' experience spirals, each leading to 

the next, opening up new understandings and possibilities. 

Our task as museum educators is to insure that each 

experience is educative rather than miseducative" (ibid.). 

In this connection, we may note Adam's observation back in 

1939 that "Children introduced to the contents of natural 

history museums under skilled direction are likely to form 

interests in nature study that will continue throughout 

their adult lives" (Adam 1939:108). Here Adam quotes 0. E. 

Jennings to the effect that "The effective education of the 

average adult of middle age or thereabouts is very largely 

the result of youthful education rather than adult 

education" (idem:109). The same sentiment could be applied 

to today' s teachings in the general, natural history, or 

anthropology museum. At present, the Museum Educator can 

regulate a program that is structured or formalized for 

elementary students. · Hopefully, adult education can be 

attended to in a less formalized but instruct.ional manner, 

taking into consideration the needs of the adult segment of 

our society. 

The world situation changes daily and museums have to 

iespond by keeping collections up to date as well as having 
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their personnel well-informed. Museums operate in a 

changing world of their own and the museum world needs a 

constant refinement of specialization. Museum Educators 

within anthropological departments of large museums or at 

anthropology museums specifically need to stress "the 

application of cultural anthropology to educational ends, in 

its traditional sense of the formal education of young 

people, and in the wider sense of personality formation and 

adult education" (Frese 1960:4) Frese has maintained that 

a compromise must be made, as "educational considerations 

sometimes require a reduction of the anthropological 

interpretation, at other times the use of additional sources 

taken from outside anthropology" (idem:128). 

Job Descriptions 

Museum education departments have come of age partly 

due to (1) institutions recognizing their responsibility to 

educate the populace, and ( 2) the professionalism of the 

museum staff. The questionnaire sent to Museum 

Administrators as part of this study included the request, 

"If you employ a Museum Educator, please provide a brief job 

description.'' The information received on this subject will 

now be reviewed. Where the Museum Administrator indicated 

that the Museum Educator had a background in Anthropology, 

the questionnaire becomes more valuable for this thesis, 

given its focus. How the Museum Educator fits into the 
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museum's overall organization is taken as of the utmost 

importance for the well-being of the museum visitor~ of all 

ages. 

Job descriptions usually identify the Museum Educator 

as being responsible for all educational aspects within the 

museum including children's programs, development of tours, 

overseeing the training of docents, and conceptualization of 

in-house and outreach programs. In special cases, the 

Museum Educator acts as a liaison between two cultures 

(e.g., the Native American community and Caucasian groups), 

writes major grant proposals, may be in charge of all public 

education programs and conventions, may help to coordinate 

exhibits, maintains 

selected exhibits. 

collections, and does research 

Other job descriptions include being 

on 

in 

charge of workshops and in-service programs for teachers as 

part of the Museum Educator's duties. Specific differences 

in job descriptions according to a ranking system within the 

staff exist in certain museums. At the Columbus Museum 

(Georgia) ; for example, the Director of Education directs 

the planning of programs and oversees the execution of the 

museum educational program. The Assistant to the Director 

of Education is employed as a clerk; he or she schedules 

group visits, etc. The museum teacher assists with pre- and 

post-visit materials development. At the Rochester Museum 

and Science Center (New York), the Coordinator of 

Educational Outreach and the Community Outreach Intern 
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report to the Coordinator of Educational Services. It is 

evident that there is a hierarchy within that museum 

educational department. In-house and outreach program 

coordination by the Museum Educator at the Putnam Museum is 

only one part of his or her duties. In-service instruction 

to area school teachers on museum education resources are 

also expected of the educator in charge at this Iowa museum. 

The public educational programs are planned, scheduled and 

managed by the Museum Educator inclusiv e of Sunday programs 

featuring "Putnam Pathways." The Museum Educator's 

responsibilities outlined in the position desc:ription are 

available in Appendix A. To illustrate job descriptions 

fitting small, medium, and large museums respectively, the 

writer is including (in Appendices B, C, D) samples from the 

Millicent Rogers Museum in Taos, New Mexico (average 

visitation of 30,000 visitors per year) the Rochester 

Museum and Science Center in Rochester, New York (average 

visitation of 160,000 visitors per year); and The Cleveland 

Museum of Natural History in Cleveland, Ohio (average 

attendance recorded approximately 350,000 visitors per 

year) . 

Planning and coordinating for a special room such as 

the River Valley Discovery Room by the Museum Educator at 

the Putnam Museum is not unusual. The Office of Education 

at the National Museum of Natural History (the Smithsonian 

Institution) oversees a Discovery Room for children pre-
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Kindergarten through sixth grade. Several museums 

throughout the United States have special "hands-on" rooms, 

an outstanding example of which exists at a museum not 

polled by mail. The Daytona Beach Arts and Sciences Museum 

features a "hands-on" room for children and adults featuring 

paleontology, archaeology, geology, etc. The museum is 

adding on an educational wing, which will be completed in 

the near future. If more museums could include informat-ion 

in an exhibit, such as the "Slice of Life" exhibit on loan 

from the Florida State Museum currently being shown at the 

Daytona Beach Museum, the public would be better informed, 

not only concerning the past, but with an identification of 

their home environment and specialization of a specific 

culture area. 

Qualifications and Practices of Current Museum Educators 

Recent or present-day qualifications of Museum 

Educators seem to vary from persons with a Bachelor of Arts 

degree to those personnel holding a Master of Arts or 

doctoral degree. In Ann Bay's Case Studies, the example of 

The Museum of New Mexico is a classic job description with 

the responsibilities of the Museum Educator(s) defined. 

According to Bay (1973:192), an Education Division was 

established in July, 1972. Paid staff included a 

Coordinator of Education and a curator of Education. Job 

specifications for the head of the Education Division are as 
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follows: responsibility for new outreach programs and 

maintaining a working relationship with the State Board of 

Education and other educational institutions in the state; 

working closely with the curator of Education to plan and 

program new exhibits and serving as consultant to local 

museums seeking advice on program development. One of the 

curators of education held a BA and an MA in Anthropology. 

This Museum Educator was concerned with exhibit development, 

and had experience in teaching, exhibit development, care of 

collections, and docent training before taking the position 

of Curator of Education at The Museum of New Mexico. 

From the Museum Educator questionnaire come the 

following details of Museum Educators' qualifications. At 

the Arkansas Museum of Science and History the two full-time 

educators hold Bachelor of Science degrees, one in biology, 

the other in anthropology. In the Additional Comments 

section of the questionnaire, one Museum educator describes 

their duties as researchers, developers and implementors of 

exhibits. The Museum Educator with the anthropology 

background produced a historical video on a German 

explorerjhunter of the early 19th century who visited 

Arkansas. She also wrote an IMS Conservation grant. The 

Museum Educator with the biology degree supervises all part

time employees and coordinates the education department, 

continuing to teach and work on exhibit formation, while 

still remaining the liaison between the museum and local 
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schools. The executive director has a doctoral degree in 

cultural anthropology; therefore, along with one museum 

educator holding a graduate degree in anthropology, 

anthropology is well represented . as a central theme for 

exhibition in the Arkansas Museum of Science and History. A 

master plan for new science exhibits is being developed by 

the Museum Educator with the biology background. This 

combination of Museum Educators is certainly an ideal 

situation for the presentation of all facets of 

anthropology. 

The Temple Mound Museum in Fort Walton Beach, Florida 

is an anthropology museum specifically intended for the 

representation of archaeology. This museum employs a staff 

member who has a degree (unspecified) in anthropology. This 

staff member expects to present information in the near 

future on how the prehistoric Indians lived in that area of 

Florida and what their lifeways exemplified. The Museum 

Educator added a footnote to the effect that "I would like 

to present more info[rmation) on the people along with their 

artifacts" (Anna M. Peele, personal communication). At The 

State Museum of Pennsylvania, the Museum Educator has 

formulated interpretive programs for permanent, temporary, 

and special exhibits for the anthropology department of that 

museum. Also the Museum Educator has arranged study visits, 

outreach programs and a summer dig visitation for docents 

and staff in conjunction with anthropology. 
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The Presence of Anthropology in Museum Education 

In response to a query in the Museum Educator's 

questionnaire, "What work have you done with or for the 

anthropology department or unit of your museum?," most of 

the Museum Educators responded alike. 

The kind of work described by the Museum Educator at 

The Charleston Museum (South Carolina) as daily 

responsibilities includes teaching, public programming, 

exhibit planning and scheduling. Publications and 

preparation of loan materials, giving programs on 

anthropological topics and other events interlinking the 

anthropology department and museum education are also 

included along with the above responsibilities at The 

Siouxland Heritage Museums (South Dakota) . 

The education department of The Museum of New Mexico is 

a perfect example of anthropology being taught both within 

and outside the museum confines. Outreach programs include 

Education Aid Kits, also called "suitcase" exhibits, with 

artifacts transported to elementary school children's 

classrooms in special footlockers. Thematically, each of 

these exhibits focuses upon a particular cultural subject or 

group of subjects. According to Bay, these are (1) food and 

cooking, (2) weaving, dyeing, woodcrafting, tincrafting, and 

candlemaking, (3) pottery making, sand painting, adobe 

making, leather crafting, and quilting, and ( 4) clothing 
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( Bay 19 7 3 : 18 8 ) . Prop kits are smaller versions which 

allow children to focus on one particular element of 

culture, such as basketry. Historical and anthropological 

Portfolios are teaching guides for elementary social studies 

including information on the native history of the region 

with accompanying vocabulary cards and photographs 

duplicated from Museum Archives. Circulating Exhibits 

intended for adult education are available for display in 

other museums, galleries, libraries and other public places. 

A Children's Mobile Exhibit housed in a large tractor

trailer rotates among the elementary schools in the state 

over a four-year period. Audio-Visual Programs are slide

tape and videotape shows available for any lecture series. 

Finally the Museum School is a program open to children and 

adults where classes might include the art of 

s i 1 versmi thing, silkscreen printing, puppetry, 1 i fe 

drawing, poetry or woodcarving (Museum of New Mexico n.d.). 

Field trips with accompanying pre- and post-visitation 

Activity Sheets are an additional function of the museum 

education department at the Fort Walton Beach Temple Mound 

Museum. According to the Museum Educator at the Millicent 

Rogers Museum in Taos, New Mexico, their work is always 

related to anthropology 

example, will emphasize 

stone tools to Spanish 

in some way. School tours, for 

anything from an examination of 

religious art, depending on the 

request from the school instructor. In addition, there is 
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the involvement by the anthropology department in setting up 

conferences, programs and exhibits through the museum 

education department. In strictly anthropological museums, 

such as the Temple Mound Museum (Florida), the emphasis is 

on artifactual display in "touch table" demonstration areas 

where tool usage is associated with settings appropriate to 

their utility. 

The Museum Educator from Alexandria Archaeology reports 

that monthly seminar series are offered on a formal basis as 

well as school and group tours. Informal education programs 

include videotapes of current sites being excavated. The 

Museum Educator and staff, consisting of four 

archaeologists, produce films for specific projects which 

they distribute in the museum and at the site. For example, 

in conjunction with the National Museum of American History, 

Smithsonian Institution, Alexandria Archaeology presented a 

program on recent archaeological findings at the Flowerdew 

Hundred site. 

In a more general museum associated with natural 

history and science, the Coordinator of Educational Services 

at the Rochester Museum and Science Center for example works 

jointly with the anthropology department curator on exhibits 

and interpretation of artifacts, 

interactions. The Interpreters 

together in developing ideas or 

among other departmental 

and Curators often work 

special projects. The 

Museum Educator at the Prince of \\Tales Heritage Center in 
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cooperates in the planning, 

development and coordination of exhibits, arranges for 

public and school speaking, and collaborates on community 

relations during archaeology work. At the Cumberland Museum 

and Science Center (Tennessee), the Museum Educator 

describes his work for the anthropology department as 

involving the presentation of Native American Lore 

workshops, archaeology programs (namely the "Story of the 

Land" in terms of anthropological, historical and ecological 

contexts), preparation of replicas for the above 

presentations, and the mapping. and sampling of a Woodland 

site nearby called Grassmere. 

An investigation of anthropology in two 

museums, the American Museum of Natural History 

specific 

and the 

Field Museum, reveals the anthropology emphasis is quite 

apparent in each of those museum education departments. In 

the American Museum of Natural History response from Dr. 

Malcolm 

question 

for him 

Arth, Curator of Education since 1970, on the 

of whether anthropology is "a major focal point" 

as Chairman of the Department of Education, his 

answer is both a yes and a no. Dr. Arth says it best when 

he qualifies his answer with the following statement: 

"As an administrator of a department which offers half 

a dozen different sciences including anthropology I strive 

to give equal weight to all areas. On the other hand, my 

own professional training is in anthropology and so for me 
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it is a focal point. If your question 1.s simply whether 

anthropology is one of the important subjects of study in 

this institution, and is one of the important elements in 

our public programming, then the answer is a resounding 

yes." 

Currently Dr. Arth explains the staff is working on 

the development of a new permanent exhibition concerning 

human biology and evolution which will incorporate the 

skills associated with interpretive programming. In 1987 

current offerings from the American Museum of Natural 

History Department of Education involving anthropology were: 

the Margaret Mead Film Festival, with discussions by 

filmmakers/anthropologists, including cultural/social 

anthropology (touching on subjects such as awareness of 

culture conflict, and cultural identity), workshops for 

young people ("In Search of Human Origins" for example), 

college courses for teachers in conjunction with City 

College of New York ("The Eskimos" and "Indians of North 

America" being two of their titles), and programs for 

schools in New York City such as the Single Visit in 

Anthropology for grades 3-9 ("Peoples of Africa, II "Plains 

Indians," "Eastern Woodlands Indians," "Peoples of Asia," 

and "Ancient Mexico and Central America," to name a few) . 

Unique among the American Museum of Natural History 

offerings is the Kwanzaa Celebration which is an Afro

American holiday annually celebrated from December 26 to 
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January 1. This festival is coordinated by the Museum's 

Department of Education and the New York Urban Coalition. 

The Field Museum's Chairman of the Department of 

Education, Carolyn Blackmon, contributed a wealth of 

information in the form of ongoing activity booklets. For 

example, according to the October 1986 Centennial 

Directions; Field Museum Looks to its Second Century, the 

Field Museum promotes research in anthropology by its staff 

and the bulletin states "Within anthropology, Field Museum 

places particular emphasis on the nature of sociocultural 

change and stability and the evolution of ethnic diversity. 

The anthropological collections provide material evidence of 

humankind's societies and technologies, and thereby shed 

light on the mechanisms of transmission, evolution and 

change in culture and society" (Field Museum of Natural 

History Bulletin 1986:14). 

The Kellogg Projects in Museum Education began in 1979 

and specifically promoted the professional development of 

curators, educators, and exhibit designers through workshops 

on the theme "Museums and Change" (Munley 1986:31, 40). 

Munley evaluates the Kellogg Foundation's impact on museum 

educational practices with specific reference to the 

projects it funded at The Exploratorium in San Francisco, 

the Field Museum in Chicago, and the Smithsonian Institution 

in Washington, D.C. Her contention is that museum education 

has not developed over the years as rapidly as it should 
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(idem:57). Munley reports, "The Kellogg Project at [the] 

Field Museum has also been shaped by the staff's belief that 

museums are underused educational resources - a contention 

especially intriguing from an institution with one million 

yearly visitors, 40 percent of whom have a structured 

learning experience in the museum" (idem:27). As we come to 

the end of the 2Oth century, it has become apparent from 

The Kellogg Projects study that "Today educational efforts 

in museums are expanding beyond traditional tours for 

schoolchildren and lectures for adults: researchers are 

investigating the special qualities of learning in the 

museum setting and the traditional view of museum education 

as the responsibility of a single department within the 

museum is being challenged" (idem:6). This kind of research 

needs to be updated periodically and it will be beneficial 

to all involved personnel in improving museum education 

departments nationwide. 



Chapter III Statistical Research 

The research presented in this chapter is an empirical 

investigation of museum educational practices. This survey 

was conducted in the Fall of 1987, when questionnaires were 

mailed out to 52 museums in the United States and Canada. 

Separate questionnaires were mailed to Museum 

Administrators and Museum Educators. These 52 museums were 

chosen from The Official Museum Directory, 1987 edition, to 

provide a wide geographical distribution. The museums 

chosen were based on two different categories: (1) general 

or all-purpose (listed as general, natural history, history, 

or science museums in the directory) and (2) anthropological 

(mainly or strictly anthropologically-oriented museums) . 

(See Appendices E and F.) 

In the first descriptive table (Table 1), frequencies 

and percentages were tabulated based on the questionnaires 

returned by the Museum Administrators of both types of 

museums (general and anthropological). Forty responses were 

received, 25 from Museum Administrators at general museums 

and 15 from Museum Administrators at anthropological 

museums. Table 2 presents the frequencies and percentages 

tabulated from the responses of Museum Educators for both 
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general and anthropological museums. Twenty-eight Museum 

Educators responded, 19 from general museums and 9 from 

anthropological museums. 

Table 3 provides a tabulation of the responses from 

Museum Administrators at general museums only, while Table 

4 presents the tabulated responses of the Museum 

Administrators at the anthropological museums exclusively. 

In Table 5, frequencies and percentages are given for the 

Museum Educators at general museums, while the results for 

Museum Educators in anthropological museums are found in 

Table 6. 

In Tables 1, 3, and 5 "Yes" ( y) ' "No" (N) , and 

"Occasionally" (0) , are assigned a rating and the term 

"Valid Cases" (VC) is used to indicate the total number of 

responses to the particular question. It should be kept in 

mind that the general museums have anthropological 

collections as part of the museum exhibits, but all of the 

exhibits are not necessarily anthropological in nature. In 

Tables 2, 4 and 6, only "Yes" (Y) and "No" (N) are used as 

rating labels and "Valid Cases" (VC) is used to indicate 

the total number of responses to the particular question. 

The data analysis run for Table 1 is shown below. 
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Table 1. Questionnaire for Museum Administrators: 
Frequencies and Percentages of Responses 

Question 

1. Are your anthropology exhibits 
assembled andjor arranged by a 
curator? 

2. Do you employ a Museum Educator 

Q 

34 5 1 40 
85.0% 12.5% 2.5% 100.0% 

or a Director of Education? 35 4 0 39 

3. Does that Museum Educator or 
Director of Education have a 
background in Anthropology? 

4. Does that person assist in 
assembling anthropology 
exhibits? 

5. Does the Museum Educator 
organize public education 
programs for pre-kindergarten 
through eighth grade? 

6. Does the Museum Educator 
organize public education 
programs for high 
school students? 

7. Does the Museum Educator 
organize public education 
programs for vocational 
or college students? 

8. Does the Museum Educator 
organize public education 
programs for the adult 
community not attending 
school? 

89.7% 10.3% 0.0% 100.0% 

17 21 0 38 
44.7% 55.3% 0.0% 100.0% 

21 17 0 38 
55.3% 44.7% 0.0% 100.0% 

35 2 0 37 
94.6% 5.4% 0.0% 100.0% 

32 5 0 37 
86.5% 13.5% 0.0% 100.0% 

23 13 1 37 
62.2% 35.1% 2.7% 100.0% 

30 6 1 37 
81.1% 16.2% 2.7% 100.0% 
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If you do not employ a Museum 
Educator or a Director of 
Education, do you feel a person 
in that position would enhance 
attendance at your museum? 

10. Do you have traveling exhibits 
to reach out to school 

8 3 0 11 
72.7% 27.3% 0.0% ~00.0% 

children? 30 9 1 40 

11. Do you send a representative of 
the museum to the schools to 

75.0% 22.5% 2.5% 100.0% 

lecture? 28 7 4 39 

12. Do you utilize volunteer help 
to educate school children in 
the primary grades? 

71.8% 17.9%10.3% 100.0% 

34 4 0 38 
89.5% 10.5% 0.0% 100.0% 

13. Are there more students in 
attendance at the museum between 
the ages of five through twelve 
than high school age children? 37 2 1 40 

14. Are there approximately as many 
five through twelve year old 
students in attendance as high 
school students? 

15. Do you utilize volunteer help 
to educate the adult community 

92.5% 5.0% 2.5% 100.0% 

6 30 0 36 
16.7% 83.3% 0.0% 100.0% 

visitors? 31 8 1 40 

16. Are docents (non-paid guides) 
a part of your staff? 

17. Are you funded by private 
donations? 

18. Is admission to your museum 
free? 

77.5% 20.0% 2.5% 100.0% 

32 8 0 40 
80.0% 20.0% 0.0% 100.0% 

25 8 5 38 
65.8% 21.0%13.2% 100.0% 

17 23 0 40 
42.5% 57.5% 0.0% 100.0% 
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19. Do you charge $1.00 or more 
per entry fee at your museum? 21 17 0 38 

55.3% 44.7% 0.0% 100.0% 

20. Is there a free admission day 
per week at your museum? 9 22 1 32 

28.1% 68.8% 3.1% 100.0% 

21. Is your museum closed one day 
or more per week? 19 19 2 40 

47.5% 47.5% 5.0% 100.0% 

22. Is the museum open for 
visitation during evening hours 
at least once per week? 6 34 0 40 

15.0% 85.0% 0.0% 100.0% 

23. Is your museum strictly geared 
to anthropological exhibits? 7 33 0 40 

17.5% 82.5% 0.0% 100.0% 

Table 1 shows that 85% of the responding Museum 

Administrators report that their anthropology exhibits are 

assembled andjor arranged by a curator, with an additional 

2.5% reporting that this is done occasionally by a curator. 

Questions 2 and 9 present a discrepancy in the responses 

returned. Thirty-four Museum Administrators responded "Yes" 

to the question, "Do you employ a Museum Educator or a 

Director of Education?," whereas six respondents gave a 

negative response. However, eleven respondents answered 

question 9 which states, "If you do not empl.oy a Museum 

Educator or a Director of Education, do you feel a person in 

that position would enhance attendance at your museum?" It 

appears that five Museum Administrators who stated "Yes" to 

question 2 also stated "Yes" to question 9. This 

discrepancy does not give a clear picture of the present-day 
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employment of a Museum Educator or the need for one where an 

individual in that job capacity is missing. Perhaps 

question 9 was misread. In the event of a 

misinterpretation, the statistics would seem to indicate the 

perception that the presence of a Museum Educator might 

enhance the attendance of a museum if one were not already 

employed. It may be added that two Museum Administrators 

responded negatively to questions 2 and 9, and two museums 

responded with a "No" to question 2 and a blank to question 

9, suggesting the lack of a felt need for Museum Educators 

at those museums. As a further discrepancy, there were 

only 35 affirmative responses to question 2, indicating the 

presence of a Museum Educator, but there were 37 or 38 

responses to questions 3 through 8 which refer to the 

activities of the employed Museum Educator. Seventeen of 

the 38 respondents, or 44.7% of those responding, indicated 

they had a Museum Educator or Director of Education with a 

background in anthropology, while 21 respondents (55.3% of 

the total) reported that they did not have someone meeting 

that description. In question 4 the reverse is seen in 

frequencies and percentages with 55.3% of the Museum 

Educators or Directors of Education reported as 

participating in the assemblage of anthropology exhibits and 

44.7% not assisting. 

The respondents gave more "Yes" answers than "No" 

answers for questions 5, 6, 7, and 8 concerning the Museum 
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Educator's role in organizing public education programs for 

pre-kindergarten through eighth grade, for high school 

students, for vocational students or college students, and 

for the adult community not attending school. Frequencies 

and percentages for museum activities outside the physical 

environment of the museum were generally high for questions 

10, 11, and 12. Attendance records indicated a very high 

percentage of students in attendance between the ages of 

five through twelve as compared with high school students. 

Volunteer help and non-paid guides or docents seemed to be 

in the relatively high range of 77.5% to 80% in questions 15 

and 16. Private funding has always been viewed as desirable 

by Museum Directors and the Boards of Trustees. Out of 38 

Museum Administrators responding, 65.8% answered "Yes" to 

the question of whether their museums are funded by private 

donations. 

The closing of a museum during part of the week was 

investigated, revealing that approximately half of these 

Museum Administrators responding report their · museums 

closed one or more days per week. Evening visitation was 

reported by only 15% of the Museum Administrators who 

responded to the questionnaire. Finally, only 17.5% of the 

Museum Administrators reported that their museums were 

strictly geared to anthropological exhibits. 

The data analysis generated by using a table of 

frequencies and percentages for the separate Museum 
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Educators' questionnaire gives a further look into museum 

education and the activities of the Museum Educator. This 

table is presented as Table 2 below: 

Table 2. Questionnaire for Museum Educators: 
Frequencies and Percentages of Responses 

Question 

1. Are you employed in the museum as 
an educator full-time? 24 4 28 

85.7% 14.3% 100.0% 

2 . Are you employed in the museum as 
an educator part-time on a daily 
basis? 4 22 26 

15.4% 84.6% 100.0% 

3. Have you or someone else held your 
present position for five years or 
longer? 24 . 3 27 

88.9% 11.1% 100.0% 

4. Has your position as Museum Educator 
or Director of Education within the 
museum setting been a paid position 
for five years or longer? 23 3 26 

88.5% 11.5% 100.0% 

5. Has the position been a paid 
position for one year or less? 1 26 27 

3.7% 96.3% 100.0% 

6. Do you offer traveling exhibits 
to the schools to enrich the 
education of the children in 
your community? 16 11 27 

59.3% 40.7% 100.0% 

7. If yes to number 6, do you 
solicit their request to invite 
you to bring a traveling exhibit 
to their school? 12 8 20 

60.0% 40.0% 100.0% 
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8. Are you solicited to lecture 
to school children about natural 
history or anthropology at their 
school? 

9. Do you have special evening 
events for working adults 
including, for example, guest 
lectures or slide presentations? 

10. Do you feel there is a need to 
educate the adult community more 
fully? 

11. Are you mainly promoting 
education for school age 
children? 

12. Is self-exploration and self
education within your museum 
stressed more than formal 
presentations? 

13. Do you offer a special summer 
education program for school 
age children? 

14. Does your job include duties 
outside the museum? 
For example, are you responsible 
throughout the city andjor state 
besides the one where your 
mailing address indicates? 

15. Is anthropology a major focal 
point for you as Museum Educator 
or Director of Education? 

16. Do you make use of special 
materials distributed to 
museum visitors? 

20 7 27 
74.1% 25.9% 100.0% 

24 4 28 
85.7% 14.3% 100.0% 

26 
96.3% 

12 

1 27 
3.7% 100.0% 

16 28 
42.9% 57.1% 100.0% 

17 9 26 
65.4% 34.6% 100.0% 

18 9 27 
66.7% 33.3% 100.0% 

3 25 28 
10.7% 89.3% 100.0% 

19 9 28 
67.9% 32.1% 100.0% 

19 5 24 
79.2% 20.8% 100.0% 
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As shown in question 1, 24 out of a possible 28 

respondents are employed full-time whereas in question 2, 

four Museum Educators indicate they are employed on a part

time basis. Twenty-four out of 27 respondents answered 

"yes" for question 3 which reads, "Have you or someone else 

held your present position for five years or longer?" In 

questions 4 and 5, the focus is on the fact of a paid 

position being available within a range of 5 years to 1 

year. Twenty-three respondents out of 26 indicated they had 

a paid position for five years or longer, as opposed to the 

one Museum Educator out of 27 who indicated he or she had a 

paid position for a year or less. Traveling exhibits, 

lectures pertaining to natural history or anthropology for 

school age children and special evening events for the adult 

community were investigated as well. Out of 27 repondents, 

an overwhelming 26 or 96.3% felt there would be a need to 

educate the adult community more fully. For question 11, 

42.9% of the total number of respondents (28) stated they 

were promoting education for school age children, contrasted 

with 57.1% who responded negatively to the question. Two or 

more possibilities exist as to why the negative response was 

sizably larger than the positive response. The negative 

response might be attributed to the fact that the museum 

education of other age groups might be more important or 

that outreach programs and other means of communication from 

the museum to the public domain might be available to the 
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whole community regardless of age level. 

Table 3 presents more specific information concerning 

the responses from Museum Administrators employed at general 

museums. This table can be compared with Table 1, which 

combines the Museum Administrators' responses from both the 

general and anthropological museums in our survey. 

Table 3. Questionnaire for Museum Administrators · 
at General Museums: Frequencies and 
Percentages of Responses 

Question 

1. Are your anthropology exhibits 
assembled andjor arranged by a 
curator? 

2. Do you employ a Museum Educator 
or a Director of Education? 

3. Does that Museum Educator or 
Director of Education have a 
background in Anthropology? 

4. Does that person assist in 
assembling anthropology 
exhibits? 

5. Does the Museum Educator 
organize public education 
programs for pre-kindergarten 
through eighth grade? 

6. Does the Museum Educator 
organize public education 
programs for high 
school students? 

Q 

21 3 1 25 
84.0% 12.0% 4.0% 100.0% 

24 1 0 25 
96.0% 4.0% 0.0% 100.0% 

8 17 0 25 
32.0% 68.0% 0.0% 100.0% 

11 14 0 25 
44.0% 56.0% 0.0% 100.0% 

24 1 0 25 
96.0% 4.0% 0.0% 100.0% 

20 5 0 25 
80.0% 20.0% 0.0% 100.0% 
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organize public education 
programs for vocational 
or college students? 
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14 10 1 25 
56.0% 40.0% 4.0% 100.0% 

8. Does the Museum Educator 
organize public education 
programs for the adult 
community not attending 
school? 20 4 1 25 

80.0% 16.0% 4 . 0% 100.0% 

9. If you do not employ a Museum 
Educator or a Director of 
Education, do you feel a person 
in that position would enhance 
attendance at your museum? 4 1 0 5 

80.0% 20.0% 0.0% 100.0% 

10. Do you have traveling exhibits 
to reach out to school 
children? 18 7 0 25 

72.0% 28.0% 0.0% 100.0% 

11. Do you send a representative of 
the museum to the schools to 
lecture? 16 6 2 24 

66.7% 25.0% 8.3% 100.0% 

12. Do you utilize volunteer help 
to educate school children in 
the primary grades? 24 1 0 25 

96.0% 4.0% 0.0% 100.0% 

13. Are there more students in 
attendance at the museum between 
the ages of five through twelve 
than high school age children? 23 2 0 25 

92.0% 8.0% 0.0% 100.0% 

14. Are there approximately as many 
five through twelve year old 
students in attendance as high 
school students? 4 17 0 21 

19.0% 81.0% 0.0% 100.0% 

15. Do you utilize volunteer help 
to educate the adult community 
visitors? 20 4 1 25 

80.0% 16.0% 4.0% 100.0% 
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16. Are docents (non-paid guides) 
a part of your staff? 

17. Are you funded by private 
donations? 

18. Is admission to your museum 
free? 

19. Do you charge $1.00 or more 
per entry fee at your museum? 

20. Is there a free admission day 
per week at your museum? 

21. Is your museum closed one day 
or more per week? 

22. Is the museum open for 
visitation during evening hours 

21 4 0 25 
84.0% 16.0% 0.0% 100.0% 

15 6 3 24 
62.5% 25.0%12.5% 100.0% 

9 14 0 23 
39.1% 60.9% 0.0% 100.0% 

15 8 0 23 
65.2% 34.8% 0.0% 100.0% 

7 14 0 21 
33.3% 66.7% 0.0% 100.0% 

8 15 2 25 
32.0% 60.0% 8.0% 100.0% 

at least once per week? 5 20 0 25 

23. Is your museum strictly geared 
to anthropological exhibits? 

20.0% 80.0% 0.0% 100.0% 

0 25 0 25 
0.0%100.0% 0.0% 100.0% 

When comparing Tables 1 and 3, only questions 4 and 23 

are worth noting. For all the museums interviewed by mail, 

looking at question 4 we see that approximately 55% of the 

responding Museum Administrators answered yes, the Museum 

Educator assists in assembling anthropology exhibits, while 

approximately 44% of the responses were negative. For the 

responding Museum Administrators at general museums only, 

the reverse is true. According to the descriptive 

statistics, 44% answered yes and 56% responded negatively. 

For question 23, it is only to be expected that a zero 
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response from the Museum Administrators at general museums 

would be elicited. More than likely, their exhibits 

include natural history, science, andjor history, as well as 

anthropological, exhibits. 

Table 4 is a tally of responses from the Museum 

Administrators who are employed in anthropological museums. 

Table 4. Questionnaire for Museum Administrators 
at Anthropological Museums: Frequencies and 
Percentages of Responses 

Question 

1. Are your anthropology exhibits 
assembled andjor arranged by a 
curator? 

2. Do you employ a Museum Educator 

y Q 

13 2 0 15 
86.7% 13.3% 0.0% 100.0% 

or a Director of Education? 11 2 0 13 

3. Does that Museum Educator or 
Director of Education have a 
background in Anthropology? 

4. Does that person assist in 
assembling anthropology 
exhibits? 

5. Does the Museum Educator 
organize public education 
programs for pre-kindergarten 
through eighth grade? 

6. Does the Museum Educator 
organize public education 
programs for high 
school students? 

84.6% 15.4% 0.0% 100.0% 

8 5 0 13 
61.5% 38.5% 0.0% 100.0% 

10 3 0 13 
76.9% 23.1% 0.0% 100.0% 

11 1 0 12 
91.7% 8.3% 0.0% 100.0% 

12 0 0 12 
100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 
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or college students? 
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9 3 0 12 
75.0% 25.0% 0.0% 100.0% 

8. Does the Museum Educator 
organize public education 
programs for the adult 
community not attending 
school? 10 2 0 12 

83.3% 16.7% 0.0% 100.0% 

9. If you do not employ a Museum 
Educator or a Director of 
Education, do you feel a person 
in that position would enhance 
attendance at your museum? 4 2 0 6 

66.7% 33.3% 0.0% 100.0% 

10. Do you have traveling exhibits 
to reach out to school 
children? 12 3 0 15 

80.0% 20.0% 0.0% 100.0% 

11. Do you send a representative of 
the museum to the schools to 
lecture? 12 

12. Do you utilize volunteer help 
to educate school children in 
the primary grades? 

80.0% 

10 

1 2 
6.7%13.3% 

4 0 

15 
100.0% 

14 
71.4% 28.6% 0.0% 100.0% 

13. Are there more students in 
attendance at the museum between 
the ages of five through twelve 
than high school age children? 14 0 1 15 

93.3% 0.0% 6.7% 100.0% 

14. Are there approximately as many 
five through twelve year old 
students in attendance as high 
school students? 2 12 0 14 

15. Do you utilize volunteer help 
to educate the adult community 
visitors? 

14.3% 85.7% 0.0% 100.0% 

11 4 0 15 
73.3% 26.7% 0.0% 100.0% 
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16. Are docents (non-paid guides) 
a part of your staff? 

17. Are you funded by private 
donations? 

18. Is admission to your museum 
free? 

19. Do you charge $1.00 or more 
per entry fee at your museum? 

20. Is there a free admission day 
per week at your museum? 

21. Is your museum closed one day 
or more per week? 

22. Is the museum open for 
visitation during evening hours 

10 4 0 14 
71.4% 28.6% 0.0% 100.0% 

10 3 2 15 
66.7% 20.0%13.3% 100.0% 

8 7 0 15 
53.3% 46.7% 0.0% 100.0% 

6 9 0 15 
40.0% 60.0% 0.0% 100.0% 

2 8 1 11 
18.2% 72.7% 9.1% 100.0% 

11 4 0 15 
73.3% 26.7% 0.0% 100.0% 

at least once per week? 14 1 0 15 

23. Is your museum strictly geared 
to anthropological exhibits? 

93.3% 6.7% 0.0% 100.0% 

7 8 0 15 
46.7% 53.3% 0.0% 100.0% 

In Table 4, question 3 appears to produce a reversal of 

the descriptive statistics. As shown in Table 3, Museum 

Administrators from general museums responded to this 

question with 32% affirmative and 68% negative responses. 

Those Museum Administrators from anthropologically-oriented 

museums responded with approximately 62% positive and 38% 

negative answers. Question 4 refers to the involvement of 

Museum Educators in preparing anthropological exhibits and, 

for Museum Educators in a general museum, the Museum 

Administrators responded with 44% yes and 56% no answers, 
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whereas, for Museum Administrators at anthropologically

oriented museums, approximately 77% responded positively 

and 23% negatively. 

Vocational or college students 

older are considered an important 

seventeen years and 

part of the museum 

population. Museum Administrators from general museums 

responded to question 7 with a 56% positive response versus 

a 4 0% negative response. The Museum Administrators at 

anthropological museums responded to the same variable with 

a 75% positive response and only a 25% negative response. 

Taking question 11 into consideration, according to Table 3, 

approximately 67% of the Museum Administrators from general 

museums send representatives of the museum to the schools to 

lecture with 25% of the responses being negative and about 

8% responding that this occurs occasionally. By 

comparison, for the anthropological museums, the positive 

response to question 11 is 80% versus approximately 7% 

negative and 13% occasionally. 

The general museums appear to utilize volunteer help to 

educate school children in the primary grades with a high 

response of 96% (question 12). The anthropology Museum 

Administrators responses were 71% positive with a negative 

response of 29%. Perhaps this indicates tighter control in 

a more specific area of learning, i.e., anthropology. 

Approximately half of the Museum Administrators responding 

from anthropological museums report that their museums are 
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not strictly geared to anthropological exhibits. This can 

be explained as follows: the museums grouped under 

anthropological museums in this survey included some museums 

that had a small interest in historical presentations or 

scientific exhibitions that complemented the mainly 

anthropological displays within their museums. 

Tables 5 and 6 are the two components produced from the 

division of the total responses first seen in Table 2. 

These two tables reveal the differences in responses from 

Museum Educators employed in general museums as opposed to 

those Museum Educators employed in anthropological museums. 

Table 5. Questionnaire for Museum Educators 
at General Museums: Frequencies and 
Percentages of Responses 

Question X N 

1. Are you employed in the museum as 18 1 
an educator full-time? 94.7% 5.3% 

2 • Are you employed in the museum as 
an educator part-time on a daily 
basis? 2 15 

11.8% 88.2% 

3. Have you or someone else held your 
present position for five years or 
longer? 17 2 

89.5% 10.5% 

4 . Has your position as Museum Educator 
or Director of Education within the 
museum setting been a paid position 
for five years or longer? 17 1 

94.4% 5.6% 

vc 

19 
100.0% 

17 
100.0% 

19 
100.0% 

18 
100.0% 
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5. Has the position been a paid 
position for one year or less? 

6. Do you offer traveling exhibits 
to the schools to enrich the 
education of the children in 
your community? 

7. If yes to number 6, do you 
solicit their request to invite 
you to bring a traveling exhibit 
to their school? 

8. Are you solicited to lecture 
to school children about natural 
history or anthropology at their 
school? 

9. Do you have special evening 
events for working adults 
including, for example, guest 
lectures or slide presentations? 

10. Do you feel there is a need to 
educate the adult community more 
fully? 

11. Are you mainly promoting 
education for school age 
children? 

12. Is self-exploration and self
education within your museum 
stressed more than formal 
presentations? 

13. Do you offer a special summer 
education program for school 
age children? 

18 
94.7% 

11 
61.1% 

7 

1 19 
5.3% 100.0% 

7 18 
38.9% 100.0% 

6 13 
53.8% 46.2% 100.0% 

11 7 18 
61.1% 38.9% 100.0% 

17 2 19 
89.5% 10.5% 100.0% 

18 
100.0% 

8 

0 18 
0.0% 100.0% 

11 19 
42.1% 57.9% 100.0% 

10 7 17 
58.8% 41.2% 100.0% 

15 4 19 
78.9% 21.1% 100.0% 
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14. Does your job include duties 
outside the museum? 
For example, are you responsible 
throughout the city andjor state 
besides the one where your 
mailing address indicates? 3 16 19 

15.8% 84.2% 100.0% 

15. Is anthropology a major focal 
point for you as Museum Educator 
or Director of Education? 10 9 19 

52.6% 47.4% 100.0% 

16. Do you make use of special 
materials distributed to 
museum visitors? 13 2 15 

86.7% 13.3% 100.0% 

The Museum Educators' responses from the 

anthropologically-oriented museums are presented in Table 6 

below. 

Table 6. Questionnaire for Museum Educators 
at Anthropological Museums: Frequencies and 
Percentages of Responses 

Question 

1. Are you employed in the museum as 
an educator full-time? 6 3 9 

66.7% 33.3% 100.0% 

2. Are you employed in the museum as 
an educator part-time on a daily 
basis? 2 7 9 

22.2% 77.8% 100.0% 

3. Have you or someone else held your 
present position for five years or 
longer? 7 1 8 

87.5% 12.5% 100.0% 

4. Has your position as Museum Educator 
or Director of Education within the 
museum setting been a paid position 
for five years or longer? 6 

75.0% 
2 

25.0% 
8 

100.0% 
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5. Has the position been a paid 
position for one year or less? 

6. Do you offer traveling exhibits 
to the schools to enrich the 
education of the children in 
your community? 

7. If yes to number 6, do you 
solicit their request to invite 
you to bring a traveling exhibit 
to their school? 

8. Are you solicited to lecture 
to school children about natural 
history or anthropology at their 
school? 

9. Do you have special evening 
events for working adults 
including, for example, guest 
lectures or slide presentations? 

10. Do you feel there is a need to 
educate the adult community more 
fully? 

11. Are you mainly promoting 
education for school age 
children? 

12. Is self-exploration and self
education within your museum 
stressed more than formal 
presentations? 

13. Do you offer a special summer 
education program for school 
age children? 

8 
100.0% 

5 
55.6% 

5 

0 8 
0.0% 100.0% 

4 9 
44.4% 100.0% 

2 7 
71.4% 28.6% 100.0% 

9 
100.0% 

7 

0 9 
0.0% 100.0% 

2 9 
77.8% 22.2% 100.0% 

8 1 9 
88.9% 11.1% 100.0% 

4 5 9 
44.4% 55.6% 100.0% 

7 2 9 
77.8% 22.2% 100.0% 

3 5 8 
37.5% 62.5% 100.0% 
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14. Does your job include duties 
outside the museum? 
For example, are you responsible 
throughout the city and/or state 
besides the one where your 
mailing address indicates? 

15. Is anthropology a major focal 
point for you as Museum Educator 
or Director of Education? 

16. Do you make use of special 
materials distributed to 
museum visitors? 

9 
100.0% 

9 
100.0% 

6 

0 9 
0.0% 100.0% 

0 9 
0.0% 100.0% 

3 9 
66.7% 33.3% 100.0% 

A look at Tables 5 and 6 reveals a difference in 

positive responses for questions 4, 7, 8, 10, 13, 14 and 15. 

Question 4 reads, "Has your position as Museum Educator or 

Director of Education within the museum setting been a paid 

position for five years or longer?" Approximately 94% of 

Museum Educators in general museums responded positively 

versus 75% of Museum Educators employed in anthropological 

museums. For question 8, lecturing to school children by 

Museum Educators at general museums produced an approximate 

61% yes response whereas, for Museum Educators employed in 

anthropological museums, the response was 100%. One hundred 

percent of the Museum Educators at general museums 

definitely feel there is a need to educate the adult 

community more fully as contrasted with the approximately 

89% positive response from Museum Educators in 

anthropological museums. Although question 13 has to do 

with the presence of a special summer education program and 
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the responses are reversed in Tables 5 and 6, these results 

are not as interesting as the results calculated for 

questions 14 and 15. Question 14 reads, "Does your job 

include duties outside the museum?"; approximately 16% of 

Museum Educators at general museums and 100% of those 

employed in anthropological museums responded positively. 

The duties would include something similar to the job 

descriptions found in Appendices A, B, c, and D. Question 

15 states, "Is anthropology a major focal point for you as 

Museum Educator or Director of Education?"; slightly over 

half of the Museum Educators at general museums responded 

positively as compared with 100% of those Museum Educators 

employed at anthropology museums. 

A chi-square test was run on the Museum Administrator 

(all museums) comparing question 3 ("Does that Museum 

Educator or Director of Education have a background in 

Anthropology?") with the other questions on the 

questionnaire. No significant or meaningful associations 

were found, except for the trivial association with question 

4 ("Does that person assist in assembling anthropology 

exhibits?"). For the Museum Educator responses (all 

museums), using the chi-square test, question 15 ("Is 

anthropology a major focal point for you as Museum Educator 

or Director of Education?") was run against the other 

variables, with no significant or meaningful associations found. 



Chapter IV Epilogue 

In summation, the origins of museum development are 

seen in Chapter I, with an emphasis on the growth of museums 

in the Old World expanding from the Ancient World of 

approximately 400 BC to the elitist collections of the 

Europeans, followed by an opening up of museum viewing for 

the general populace. By contrast, in the New World, the 

collections began to accumulate in major cities, with the 

emphasis on public museums from the start. These New World 

museums gathered artifacts and accessioned these 

possessions not from private donors as in the Old World, but 

rather from explorers' finds. Rather than the collector 

being the important focus, as in the 1500's in Europe, the 

latter part of the 1800's in North America brought a 

surprising number of interested businessmen together, as in 

the case of the American Museum of Natural History, who then 

formulated plans for seeking out artifacts in remote parts 

of the world and returning these for the public benefit. 

Director and curatorial positions developed over time, 

with museum education blossoming in the first quarter of the 

20th century. Although research was always a part of the 

university students' utilization of museums, the needs of 
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elementary school students and high school students were not 

attended to until Professor Albert S. Bickmore developed a 

program to include the museum education of those students. 

The information presented in Chapter II updates the 

educational practices of Museum Educators around the 

country. An indication of museum success in the education 

field can be seen by the examples offered in Appendices A, 

B, C, and D. The Putnam Museum Educator job description is 

probably the most representative example received for an 

overall view of museum education in the United States today. 

The generalities mentioned in the Putnam Museum document 

could be applied to either a small or a large museum 

(Appendix A). Appendix B suffices for a look inside a small 

museum, as the Millicent Rogers Museum in Taos is one of the 

finest specialized (anthropological) museums in the 

country. The Rochester Museum and Science Center (Appendix 

C) takes into its purview a combination of science, natural 

history, and local history. The Museum Educator employed at 

this particular museum would be representative of how 

interdisciplinary education can be maintained within the 

confines of one building, although only representing a 

moderate-size museum. 

The Cleveland Museum of Natural History employs a 

Museum Educator whose job description is included as 

Appendix D. Ideally, the Museum Educator should have equal 

status with the curatorial person and others involved in 
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achieving goals of the museum. At The Cleveland Museum of 

Natural History, the professionalism expected of the Museum 

Educator exemplifies the credibility sought by Museum 

Educators throughout the country. 

In the 1960's, museum education broadened within the 

museum and also outside the museum, as in loan exhibits to 

elementary schools. Museum education of the 1970's 

continued to develop experimentally (Margie Gordon, personal 

communication). Almost twenty years after the initial 

progress in museum educational practices, standards are 

still not refined enough to serve as guidelines for Museum 

Educators nationwide. On the national level, Museum 

Educators must continue to seek credibility an& recognition 

as professional museum workers, and one step in that 

direction has been the formation of the Museum Education 

Roundtable. This particular organization is based in 

Maryland. The most significant breakthrough in museum 

education is the recognized distinction between a person 

empl~yed to actually teach or arrange for instruction of the 

visiting audience (with assessment of that audience) on the 

one hand, and just the initial task of program planning for 

visitors on the other. As a suggestion, the following 

duties could be implemented more fully in the future: adult 

enrichment, more hands-on demonstrations, teaching the usage 

of technical equipment within an exhibit, films, teaching of 

docents for new exhibits, participating in the designing and 
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possible fabrication of exhibits, and offering more teacher 

workshops. 

Chapter III presents an explanation of the process the 

writer used to collect current information. The tables were 

devised to encompass the Museum Administrators' views of 

museum education and, more specifically, the Museum 

Educator's duties. The Museum Educators' responses were 

utilized to prepare additional tables concerning the overall 

functions of the Museum Educators. The two main tables were 

divided to present the Museum Administrators and the Museum 

Educators responses at the general museums and the 

anthropologically-oriented museums respectively (Appendices 

E and F) . 

Discovery and the manipulation of object~ in a museum 

setting have been present in museum educational programs to 

a small extent in the last few years. The experience of 

using all of the senses in an interdisciplinary setting 

would combine the two ideals the writer would like to stress 

for the future. The Museum Educator, whether employed in a 

general or anthropological museum, should look to the museum 

audience for an assessment of present and future goals. The 

key to the future success of public education for all age 

groups lies in the redefining of goals and the hope that the 

individual visitor will return many times to the museum. A 

media center and a professional library for the Museum 

Educator's use would enhance the likelihood of the general 
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populace increasing the frequency of its visitation. If 

the exhibitions are constantly being updated and improved, 

along with the addition of new exhibits, the public 

awareness of museums and their knowledge will be increased. 



Appendix A 

PUTNAM MUSEUM 

POSITION DESCRIPTION 
June 1986 

DIRECTOR OF EDUCATION 

Brief Description of Duties: 
Working under the general supervision of the Museum 
Director, this position has primary responsibility for 
museum education and volunteer programs at the Putnam. 

Some Examples of Particular Duties Involved in this 
Position: 

A. For School Education Programs 

1. Coordinates in-museum scheduling and management 
of school visits to the Museum. 

2. Oversees the artifact visit program and other 
programs out in the schools. 

3. Presents, upon request, in-services to area 
schools on museum education resources. 

B. For Public Education Programs 

1. Plans, schedules, and manages, in consultation 
with the Director, "Putnam Pathways" series 
Sunday programs, children's classes, and field 
trips. 

2. Coordinates with staff for weekend management 
of "Pathways Programs." 

C. For Volunteer Programs 

1. Recruits volunteers for Museum education 
activities. 

2. Provides basic museum orientation and tour for 
all new volunteers prior to their assignment 
to specific curators. 
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3. Coordinates preparation of periodic newsletter 
for volunteers. 

4. Coordinates annual volunteer luncheon. 

D. River Valley Discovery Room 

1. Assumes responsibility for on-going planning 
and addition of new objects for Room. 

2. Recruits and trains volunteers and part-time 
staff who work in Room. 

3. Undertakes day-to-day management of the Room 
and its activities. 

E. For Communications 

1. Writes and coordinates with appropriate staff 
the printing and distribution of brochures and 
fliers on school and public education 
programs. 

2. Presents programs on the Museum to the 
community. 

F. Research and Planning 

1. Researches and develops expertise on selected 
exhibits and collections for the purpose of 
presenting public programs and developing 
publishable materials. 

G. Special Events 

1. Coordinates, as assigned, special events such 
as festivals that have a strong educational 
dimension for the Museum. 

2. Identifies sources of funding for Museum 
education programs, and working with the 
Museum Director, prepares appropriate funding 
requests. 

Education and Experience 

Degree in museum studies, education or in a field related 
to the Putnam's collections and programs such as history, 
anthropology or natural science. Teaching experience and 
public speaking and writing skills are helpful. 
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Special Qualifications 

Ability to handle a number of projects simultaneously; 
good organizational and management skills; ability to work 
closely with and relate to volunteers and the general 
public. 

Supervisor 

Museum Director 

Positions Supervised 

Varies 



Appendix B 

Millicent Rogers Museum 
P.O. Box A 
Taos, New Mexico 87571 
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MUSEUM EDUCATOR 

(FULL-TIME, SALARIED) 

DUTIES: Primary responsibilities of the Museum Educator 
include school programs, field trips, classes and 
seminars, demonstrations and other exhibit
related activities, lectures, volunteer 
recruitment and training. 

The Museum Educator works with the Director and 
Curator to plan, design and install exhibits; 
serves as Newsletter Editor with the responsi
bilities of assigning articles to staff members; 
design and production of the newsletter; designs 
and produces Museum advertisements; and produces 
press releases for educational activities, 
special events and exhibits. 

The Museum Educator interviews applicants for the 
Museum Assistant position, supervises the 
training of the Assistants, and schedules their 
hours. 

Other duties as assigned include: assisting with 
grants writing; artifact and events photography; 
representing the Museum at professional meetings 
and receptions; hosting lunches, openings and 
special activities. 

QUALIFICATIONS: 

Minimum of M.A. degree in art, anthropology, 
history or museum studies and at least two years 
of museum experience. Bilingual skills (English
Spanish) are desirable as is skill in drafting 
and design. Also required is an ability to work 
with people of diverse backgrounds. 
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Appendix C 

Rochester Museum and Science Center 

JOB DESCRIPTION; COORDINATOR OF EDUCATIONAL SERVICES 

The Coordinator of Educational Services serves as chief 
educator in the Education Department within the 
Interpretation Division. He or she reports to the 
Assistant Deputy Director for Interpretation. The 
Coordinator of School Services, the Coordinator of 
Educational outreach, and the community outreach Intern 
report to the Coordinator of Educational Services. 

The Coordinator's duties include: 

1. In consultation with Interpretation Division staff, 
developing proposed budgets for educational 
services and monitoring these budget lines as funds 
are expended; 

2. Planning, directing, and implementing docent 
training for both new and senior docents as well 
as working with educational staff and the Docent 
Association to monitor docent performance; 

3. Serving as a member of the Program Committee to 
plan and implement educational programs; 

4. Serving as educator on exhibit task force 
committees as needed; 

5. Working with the Coordinator for School Services 
to plan appropriate school services and supervise 
their implementation; 

6. Assisting the Coordinator of Educational Outreach 
to plan and supervise tours and services for non
school groups; 

7. Guiding the Community Outreach Intern to plan, 
develop, and supervise services to ethnic and 
minority groups; 

8. Reporting to the Deputy Director for Interpretation 
on the status of the teaching collections; 

9. Working with the educators of other divisions to 
coordinate educational services with these 
divisions; 

10. Serving as an RMSC representative to M.O.R.E.; 
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11. Improving his or her professional skills by 
attendance at appropriate workshops, seminars, or 
conferences; participating in museum- or education
related organizations; presenting papers at 
conferences or publishing in professional journals 
or other service to the profession approved by the 
Deputy Director for Interpretation. 
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Appendix D 

Cleveland Museum of Natural History 

TITLE: Supervisor, Education Division 

DESCRIPTION: A professional level staff member 
responsible to the Director of the Museum 
to develop and direct all educational 
programs related to the Museum's goals 

SPECIFIC DUTIES: Develop, coordinate and evaluate educa
tional programs of the Museum 

QUALIFICATIONS: 

Directly supervise Division staff 

Coordinate the Museum's educational 
activities with those of other institu
tions and school systems 

Represent the Museum in community educa
tion forums 

Prepare annual budget, monthly and annual 
reports for the Museum Director 

Work with Museum's Grants and Contracts 
Officer to obtain funding for Division 
projects 

Work with Exhibits Division on exhibit 
content and labels 

Work with Collections Division to 
coordinate their input and cooperation 
with Education Division programs 

Advanced Degree in a natural history field 
with a minimum of six years experience in 
Museum Education 

Ability to communicate and work with all 
age groups 

Ability to write and edit 

Ability to work effectively with Museum 
personnel 
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Ability to devise education programs in a 
wide range of settings from formal to 
informal for all age groups 
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Appendix E 

General Museums From Which Responses Were Received 

Alaska State Museum** 

American Museum of Natural History** 

Arkansas Museum of Science and History 

Cincinnati Museum of Natural History 

Cleveland Museum of Natural History 

Cumberland Museum and Science Center 

Dacotah Prairie Museum 

Denver Museum of Natural History* 

Discovery Place 

Eastern Washington State Historical Society 

Explorers Hall* 

Field Museum of Natural History 

Grand Rapids Public Museum 

Illinois State Museum* 

Jesse Besser Museum* 

Los Angeles County Museum of Natural History* 

Museum of New Mexico 

Museum of Northern Arizona* 

National Museum of Natural History* 

Putnam Museum 

Rochester Museum and Science Center 

St. Louis Science Center* 

Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History** 
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Siouxland Heritage Museums** 

South Florida Museum and Bishop Planetarium* 

The Charleston Museum 

The Children's Museum 

The Columbus Museum 

The Morris Museum** 

No asterisk indicates that both the Museum Administrator and 
the Museum Educator responded to the questionnaires. 

*Response received from Museum Administrator only. 

**Response received from Museum Educator only. 
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Appendix F 

Anthropology Museums From Which Responses Were 
Received 

Alexandria Archaeology 

American Indian Archaeological Institute 

Baltimore Center for Urban Archaeology* 

Caddo Indian Museum* 

International Museum of Cultures* 

Marin Museum of the American Indian 

Martin and Osa Johnson Safari Museum, Inc.* 

Museum of the American Indian, Heye Foundation 

Museum of Primitive Culture* 

Nevada State Museum 

Prince of Wales, Northern Heritage Center 

Temple Mound Museum 

The Heard Museum* 

The State Museum of Pennsylvania 

No asterisk indicates that the Museum Administrator and the 
Museum Educator responded to the questionnaires. 

*Response received from Museum Administrator only. 
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